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Welcome to the Design for our
Future Selves Awards 2007, organised
by the Royal College of Art Helen
Hamlyn Centre. This inclusive design
programme aims to encourage
second year RCA students to engage
with social issues and test their ideas
with users. Since the award scheme
began in 2000, its focus has
broadened to include a wider range
of user groups and more diverse
social challenges. Eight awards will
be given this year, including a new
award for multi-disciplinary
collaboration in inclusive design.

A special award for disability projects across all categories will be personally made
by Lord Snowdon, former Provost of the Royal College of Art. Lord Snowdon is a
long-time supporter of the rights of disabled people and works actively in the field
of design for disability.

A special award for creativity across all disciplines will be personally made by
Helen Hamlyn, whose Trust has endowed the Helen Hamlyn Centre. Helen Hamlyn
graduated as a fashion designer from the Royal College of Art in the mid-1950s,
and worked as head designer for Cresta Silks and Debenhams. Since the mid-1980s
she has promoted better design for older people through her extensive charitable
work. Helen is a Senior Fellow of the RCA.

Snowdon Award for Disability Projects

Helen Hamlyn Award for Creativity

awards

awards

Big Idea Award for Inclusive Communication
Big Idea is an independent design consultancy creating
brands across media platforms from print through to
interactive and sonic branding. www.bigidea.co.uk

CABE Award for Inclusive Environment
CABE, the Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment,
is the UK government’s design adviser on architecture, urban design
and public spaces. CABE stands for an improvement in people’s
quality of life through good design. www.cabe.org.uk

Future Foundation Award for
Inclusive Design Process
The Future Foundation is a strategic consultancy advising companies on
how to plan for the future by meeting developing customer needs and
contributing to the wider environment in which they operate.
www.futurefoundation.net

brief

Develop an architecture, design or communication project that addresses a social issue
or engages with a particular social group in order to improve independence, mobility,
health or working life

programme
There was a three-stage process to reach the final of the Awards. From 102 projects
submitted by students from 10 different RCA departments, the final shortlist comprises
26 projects, which are showcased in this publication.
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judges

Help the Aged is an international charity dedicated to creating a world
where older people can live their lives free from poverty,
isolation and neglect. As well as providing practical support to older
people, it also raises public awareness of issues affecting older people
in the UK and overseas. www.helptheaged.org.uk

Spring term | Jan – Mar 2007

Autumn term | Oct – Dec 2006

Help the Aged Award for Independent Living

User research phase

Briefing and
application phase

Michael Peters Award for Multi-disciplinary
Collaboration
Michael Peters’ career as designer and strategist has spanned 40 years across the
disciplines – from packaging and graphics to products and environments. Michael
was awarded the OBE in 1990 for his contribution to design and marketing. He is
today Chairman and Executive Creative Director of Identica, an international brand
consultancy which he founded in 1992, and will give a personal award for multidisciplinary collaboration.

Mobility Choice Award for Independent
Mobility
Mobility Choice is a charity supported by the Department for
Transport by way of an annual grant. Its objectives are to advance
the independent mobility of disabled and older people by
organising and running the annual Mobility Roadshow and similar
events. www.mobilityroadshow.co.uk

Royal College of Art
Helen Hamlyn Centre
Kensington Gore
London SW7 2EU
T: 0207 590 4242
F: 0207 590 4244
hhc@rca.ac.uk
www.hhc.rca.ac.uk

By encouraging RCA students to engage
with a particular social group in their creative
process, the Design for our Future Selves
Awards aim to demonstrate how people’s
lives can be improved through design.
Help and advice is offered to students
throughout the year:
• Personal tutorials are given to help individual
students develop inclusive design processes.
• Development funding is awarded to students
to support their projects.
• Students participate in specially-organised
user forums to explore and share ideas with
such groups as older and disabled people,
or parents with young children.

designing with people
Ingrid Baron | IDEO
Peter Burgess | Retired teacher
Julia Cassim | RCA
John Corcoran | Wire Design
Clare Cumberlidge | General Public Agency
Jan Gethings | Mobility Choice
Rama Gheerawo | RCA
Peter Gyllan | Danmarks Designskole
Anna Hamilos | CABE

3
Presentation phase
Summer term | April – June 2007

Steve Jones | Help the Aged
Hazel Macmillan | Wolff Olins
Ed Matthews | MADE
Jeremy Myerson | RCA
Sylvia Owens | U3A- retired teacher
Michael Peters | Identica
Bas Raijmakers | STBY
Bill Wallsgrove | Big Idea
Michael Willmott | Future Foundation

thanks
The Helen Hamlyn Centre would like to thank the following individuals and organisations
who have contributed to the Design for our Future Selves Awards 2007:
Shirley Berry
Robin Coles
Sally Curran
Chris Edwards
Susan Griggs

Albert Hill
Audrey Hill
Tina Lannin
Alison Julal
Jonny Muirhead and baby

Karine Waldron and students
from Villiers School,
Southall, London
And all staff and students of
the Royal College of Art

Programme leader: Dr Yanki Lee, Research Fellow,
RCA Helen Hamlyn Centre (yan-ki.lee@rca.ac.uk)
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01   Hei Cheng
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Animation

  I See What You Mean

Working with people with hearing
impairments, this project aims to
help audiences understand concerns
about hearing and change preconceptions of hearing impairment.
Its main message is to suggest an
alternative means of communication
that does not only rely on hearing and
promotes an holistic approach.

02   Euan Watson

26   Anne-Laure Carruth

  
  
  

25   Sara Burns

  
  

Constructed Textiles

  

Architecture

and Joanna Lewis
  Lost Property

With climate change, flooding
is a growing issue for many
cities. This architectural design
project explores inflatable and
temporary structures dictated
by the construction of textiles,
which adjust, distort and swell
to the shape of the constantly
changing objects within.

Printed Textiles

  and Eleanor Davies

Industrial Design
Engineering

  The Waiting Room
This research project addresses
the anxiety felt while waiting in
hospitals. Based on intensive
observations and interviews
with medical workers and
patients, a more relaxing
hospital waiting experience is
created through the projection
of moving images.

24 Komal Vora, Rachel
Tomlinso, Michael Korn
Industrial Design
Engineering

Helen Wilde

   Fashion Womenswear

Hera.miko
For many people, getting
in and out of shoes can be
a painful and frustrating
experience. This project aims
to address these issues by
designing footwear that opens
and closes without the need
to bend down or use hands.

23   Teresa Mendicino

  

  

  

  

Vehicle Design

and Cassandra Hill

Constructed Textiles

Stimulate Your Senses

This ‘car with soul’ gives driver
and passengers an holistic travel
experience by providing more
choice in customising the vehicle
interior in response to different
practical and stylistic requirements.
With Sarah Angold (Constructed
Textiles 1st yr) and Karen Lacroix
(Communication Art & Design 1st yr)

22   Clara Gaggero,
23
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  Sabine Fekete,

Design Interactions

Industrial Design
Engineering

  
  

Vehicle Design

  Urban Camper

A three-wheeler that can be
transformed from a city car to
a small home, this vehicle is
designed for ‘urban camping’
and combines office, apartment
and means of transport to
address traffic congestion and
rising property prices.

Vehicle Design

  Scoot-shopper
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Vehicle Design

  Second Life
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18   Laura Perryman

Printed Textiles

  Component Textile
Patterned and contoured fabrics
mounted on panels create a range
of interior components to help
people with visual impairments to
organise their objects or navigate
space in the home.

07   Sarvenaz Ghazanfar

  
  

  and Jonathan Bishop

Lack of physical activity is one
of the main causes of child
obesity. dot° is an interactive
playground with floor tiles that
light up. Simulating an enormous
horizontal computer game
screen, it encourages kids to
run, play and socialise outdoors
using their imagination.
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21   Ana Zadnik

  

04

Architecture

  Care to Exchange

20   Jamie Tomkins
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Architecture
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24
08

  Michi Suzuki

Ceramic & Glass

Flexi Grip

Communication
Art & Design

  Gusto

  

  dot°
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   Architecture
  Welcome to the Class of
  2026 –  London College of
  Urban Futures

Fear of teenagers is a social
phenomenon exploited by the
media, which leads to problems
of social exclusion. A new school
design concept merges everyday
life skills into academic learning by
introducing individual media-techs,
multi-generational dinning halls
and diverse language centres.

03   Mark Manning

  

Utilising the emptiness of the
financial district of London over
weekends, this project proposes
a new mixed-use development
shared between city workers and
carers. It is a luxury apartment
complex for city workers during
Monday to Friday which becomes
a weekend urban exodus for carers.

Many older people struggle to lift
shopping into trolleys and then
into their vehicles when visiting
the supermarket. Scoot-shopper
looks at improving this process, by
having an easy-to-load shopping
trolley that is a detachable product
of the vehicle.

04   Lucy Pengilley

  

  Don’t Panic – Housing for
  Westminster in 2029

19   Matt Croft

Anxiety affects many city dwellers
who worry about personal security
and well-being. This project proposes
a habitable environment for urban
dwellers in the heart of cities, by
harnessing people’s homes as mental
health placebos and orchestrating
possible disaster scenarios and
behavioural reactions.

How to design a sports car to
fit the needs of older drivers?
This project explores the use of
a comfortable bucket seat made
of recycled materials that makes
entry to the car easier and
provides a more upright driving
position once the seat is lowered
into the car.

22

05   James Lethbridge and
  

  

  

Drinking hot beverages can be
difficult for people with arthritis.
This project uses rubber materials
to develop ‘slip on’ portable handles,
resulting in a series of flexible
personal devices that help all people
to grip different hot handles with
greater ease and comfort.

06   Stefanie Bürgel

  
  

Do you know where your food
comes from? This awareness
campaign addresses the issues of
‘food ethics’. It encourages people
to develop taste beyond what
appears on their plate and be
aware how the food production
system impacts on our world
energy consumption. (With RCA
graduate Grit Hartung)

Communication
Art & Design

  Hiding Place

A documentary project explores
the influence of war on children
who live within war zones.
Hiding Place is a short film
documenting the lives of young
Iranians who grew up during
the wartime period in Iran.
An accompanying book delves
further into the issues.

08   Carrie May

  
  

  

Communication
Art & Design

The Wordy Hurdy Gurdy

A screen-based book aimed at
children learning to read, write
and spell. The narrative subtly
employs the use of synthetic
phonics as an educational tool,
encouraging children to recognise
sounds within words in order to
possess a clearer understanding
of their construction and
pronunciation.

09

  

  Jessica Charlesworth   
Design Interactions
  The Future of Self Knowledge

This service design project explores
the cross-fertilisation of three
types of personal forecasting
method – ancient divination,
corporate forecasting and predictive
gene testing – to interpret and
communicate information about
possible future outcomes.

10   Michiko Nitta

  

Design Interactions

Extreme Green Guerilla
(E.G.G.)

A lot of current green solutions
can be described as hypocritical
because many eco-trends are used
as a medium for consumerism.
This project demonstrates how
‘extreme’ green activities might
provoke awareness of an unsustainable recycling system.

11   Tithi Kutchamuch

  

Design Products

My Sweets: Eat Less Eat Long
The marketing of ‘bargain’ food is
persuading people to buy biggersized economy packs, resulting
in obesity or eating disorders.
This project investigates a series
of playful food packages that
make people focus on the eating
experience rather than the actual
amount they are eating.

12   Jessica Nebel

  

Design Products

  Take-Away Sink

This project tackles people’s
different preferences in the home
by separating the sink setting into
flexible units that can be adapted
to different age groups and
different physical requirements.
It also encourages all people to
actively reuse grey water.

13   Sabine Fekete  

  
  

Industrial Design
Engineering

  Kneetronic

14   Clara Gaggero

  
  

Industrial Design
Engineering

15   Michael Korn

  
  

  P

Kneetronic is an intelligent and
supportive rehabilitative brace
that limits harmful knee movement
while knees are healing after
injury or surgery. The integration
of different sensors in the device
makes it possible to store information
and give immediate feedback to
the patient.

Industrial Design
Engineering

16   Rachel Tomlinson

  
  

Industrial Design
Engineering

  Poise

  StickSafe

This projects redesigns the
Collection of urine samples is a
common medical procedure but it standard hospital cardboard
tray that holds needles in order
is a difficult experience for many
people. P is a urine sample collector to minimise the risk of needle
stick – accidents with syringes
and diagnostic device that makes
that account for three million
the process of collecting urine
injuries every year. The solution
more comfortable.
is an advance on existing safety
devices that are expensive and
complicated to use.

Addressing physical risk and
the emotional anxiety of falling,
Poise is a fashion accessory
that helps older people to stay
active, healthy and independent
for longer. It is a preventative
design to maintain and improve
strength and balance.

17   Yuko Kanemuro

  

Printed Textiles

  Tac-tile
This project proposes a new type
of tactile pavement tile that not
only provides an essential guide
for people with walking sticks but
also accommodates the needs of
different pedestrians in a variety
of street situations, including
those using wheelchairs or pushchairs or wearing high heels.

